**The Pi Eta Club of Harvard Presents**

**“Simon Called Peter”**

Alumnae Hall, Wellesley Saturday January 17th

Tickets at The “Cooch” (Tech Branch)

---

**SELECTED GRADES Anthracite and Bituminous COAL**

Burton-Furber Coal Co. 50 Congress Street

---

**The Line Is Now Forming On The Right**

"FOUR OUT OF FIVE" *don’t even know* that there’s a course at Tech which is "BEST IN THE LONG RUN"—a course that has no prerequisites and offers you at least "51 VARIETIES" of the most interesting subjects and everyone will agree that "TRENDY" -- "TRENDS" don’t assume a deadnut attitude and whisper to yourself: "WE DON’T TELL ME" that course is known as "Activities"—why not find it out from the old grind for a change and say to yourself: "THERE’S A REASON" sign up for THE TECH now and you’ll be sure to register later this term. "EVENTUALLY — WHY NOT NOW?"